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Solution Overview 
 

EasyVoice empowers B2B and B2C organizations to increase sales by 16% and reduce costs by 

31% with automated customer service and order placement.   EasyVoice reduces customer 

service call time and costs while increasing sales through voice assistance and IoT easy orders. 

The EasyVoice solution platform is the first voice and IoT solution that centralizes the 

management of voice apps/skills, locations, customers, and IoT devices on a single solution.  

EasyVoice contains configurable rules to route inbound and outbound Alexa Voice and Dash 

button requests and notifications to appropriate resources while reporting on valuable usage 

data.    

Business IT organizations set locations, skills, Industries, customers, and other information to 

route requests and notifications to appropriate resources without the need to write code. 

 

Product Overview 
 

The EasyVoice solution platform contains three components: 

 Branded Voice  - B2B/B2C Customer Interaction Models 

 Skill Box Aps/Skills – Preconfigured Apps/Skills 

 Voice Platform – Integration/API’s/Communication Platform  
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Branded Voice  
 

Overview:  Branded Voice increases customer/prospect communication with regular voice speaker 

updates that increase sales and reduce support time with voice speaker delivery. 

Benefits:  Branded Voice increases sales and brand awareness with dynamic hourly/daily/weekly 

updates to customers about products, services, support issues, product recalls, and other topics.     

B2B and B2C updates are delivered via Voice speaker daily empowering customers with the latest 

company and product announcements, specials, sales and customer service information.  

How it works:  Branded Voice delivers information to prospects and customers via Alexa, Google and 

IOS devices.      Prospects and Customers automatically receive the most recent product, tips and tricks, 

specials and sales, and company updates via voice update.     Updates are created from existing content 

that include Blogs, RSS Feeds, and other existing company information. 

Prospects and Customers request daily/weekly updates on Alexa, Google and IOS devices.    The Branded 

Voice Update automatically plays your organizations latest announcement.      Content is dynamic and 

requires no programming.      

What’s Inside: The Branded Voice module includes voice app/skill connecters to company product 

endpoints via multiple formations including:  Website, RSS Feeds, Blog Posts, and other data sources. 

 

Regular Product Announcements  
Keep prospects and Customers up to date with product and service announcements via voice. 

 

Specials and Sales 
Announce current specials, sales, and coupon codes through regular voice updates 

 

Company Information 
Educate prospects and customers about the organization.  Empower customers to make 

informed choices. 

 

Tips and Tricks 
Educate prospects and customers with product and service tips and tricks 
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Skill Box 
 

Overview: Skill Box contains a suite of pre-built and configurable customer relationship voice apps and 

skills designed to improve customer service, increase sales and reduce telephone time.   

Benefits: Automating customer engagement with Sales and Customer Service voice assistance Increases 

sales, improves customer service, reduces operating expenses, and increases brand awareness. 

How it works:  Skill Box empowers organizations with pre-built and configurable voice apps and skills 

to reduce call time, reduce costs and speed up the customer engagement process.   The suite of 

EasyVoice Skill box apps/skills are similar to CRM customer/prospect interactions, informing customers 

about product information, empowering customers to place orders, receive support answers, and 

understand the status of orders/services.  

What’s Inside: Voice Skills/Apps include Notifications, Customer Service Support, Order Creation, Order 

Status, Maintenance Scheduler/Requests, Time Tracking, and the Video Voice Library 

 

Customer Service Support  
Empower customers and prospects with self-service Questions and Answers to organizational 

information.   The Customer Service Support Voice module includes the ability to automate 

Questions and Answers to guide the customer or prospect to the right answer;  Reducing phone 

time and operating costs by 50%+.  

 

Order Creation 
Give customers and prospects the ability to order products and services via voice without the 

use of a smart phone, computer or tablet.   Customers simply “Ask” for a new order to be 

created.  The skill repeats back the order information, validates the customer information and 

routes the order to the appropriate department.  Ie: Sales, Order Fulfillment.  

 

Notifications 
Communicate Order Receipt, Order Status, Order Delivery, with customers directly to their 

Alexa, Google or IoS Device.     Customers receive notifications on their device with a “lit” status.  

When the customer says “play notification” the smart speaker informs the customers of order 

status.    Automatically send updates directly from existing legacy fulfillment systems via API to 

the voice platform to leverage existing systems.  
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Maintenance Scheduler/Requests 
Allow customers to create and schedule maintenance requests via voice.   The maintenance 

scheduler is capable of notifying customers of upcoming maintenance dates and “asking” the 

customer if they would like to create an upcoming appointment against a pre-defined schedule.      

The maintenance scheduler can also create notifications to the support department when 

regular scheduled maintenance is due.  Tracking the last date of site maintenance, and sending 

alerts when a location is tracked as “past due” for maintenance. 

 

Time Tracking 
The Time Tracking skill/app empowers organizations with powerful voice activated time tracking 

using voice speakers to capture the time from employees and contractors.  Detailed time results 

are stored in the platform portal and are shared with popular time keeping applications.   

Employees and Contractors simply announce when they are clocking in and clocking out.  The 

resulting time is captured, recorded and shared with time tracking 

 

Video Voice Library 
Provide users, customers, and prospects instance access to videos simply by asking for them.  

Video’s display on Echo Show, Echo Spot and other video enabled smart devices.    The Video 

Voice library is completely hands free.   Users simply ask for product, service, or other types of 

information, and the corresponding video  
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Voice Platform Control Tower 
 

Overview:  The EasyVoice Voice/IoT enterprise platform is the only solution that centralizes apps/skills, 

devices, customers, and resources in one place.  The EasyVoice Control Tower platform empowers 

organizations with the ability to manage thousands of devices, apps, skills and customers from one 

location.  

Benefits:  Centralized management of apps/skills, devices and customer communication reduces costs 

and increases sales opportunities.  

How it works:  The EasyVoice Control Tower contains configurable voice app/skill resources including: 

 Customers 

 Locations 

 Resources (Internal/External) 

 Integrations (CRM, ERP, Slack, API Hooks) 

 Communication Methods (API, Email, SMS, and other) 

 Time Tracking 

 Skill Management 

Organizations can create/modify resources within the Voice/IoT platform to manage ongoing product, 

service, and communications to B2B and B2C customers.     

What’s Inside:  The Voice/IoT Control Tower Voice Skills/Apps includes:    

 Voice app/Skill Creation/Configuration 

 IoT (Dash Button) Creation/Configuration 

 

Voice App/Skills 
Add, modify, manage multiple voice apps/skills on a single interface without the need to 

individually track multiple apps/skills.   Assign voice apps/skills to locations and resources to 

identify customer service, product and service order requests.  

 

IoT Device Support 

EasyVoice contains configurable rules to route inbound and outbound Voice and IoT button 

requests and notifications to appropriate resources while reporting on valuable usage data.    

 Business IT organizations set locations, skills, Industries, customers, and other information to 

route requests and notifications to appropriate resources without the need to write code. 
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IoT Platform Overview 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Integrations 
Built in Integration hooks enable organizations to leverage legacy ERP, CRM and other third 

party applications.    

API creation and configuration within the EasyVoice control tower makes it simple to connect 

JSON, REST, and other connections to voice and IoT requests.  

Integration communications include:  

 SMS/Text 

 Email 

 API (hook creation/configuration) 

 ERP Products 

 CRM Products 

 Slack 

 CSV/XLS/Google Sheets 

 

  

Employees, Contractors, 

Distributors 

EasyVoice Platform 

Dash Button Request Alexa Device Request/Notification 

Skills Locations Industries Customers Resources 

Customers, Guests 
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IoT Device Configurations 
Configuring IoT devices to connect to apps/skills enables organizations to manage and view 

devices throughout the entire organization and customer base.   Assign locations, buildings, 

rooms, serial numbers, device id’s and other important IoT information to each smart speaker, 

IoT equipment, and dash button to reduce management cost. 

 Location/Building/Room 

 DSN Number 

 Customer/Site Information 

 

Platform IoT/Voice Skill Layers 
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Industries 

The EasyVoice platform client base includes a variety of industries including: 

 Retail 

 Employment/Temp Agencies 

 Pharmaceutical 

 Hospitality 

 Distribution 

 Manufacturing 

 Construction 

 Transportation 

 Service 

 And more…. 


